Inflation threatens library's status

By Steve Forrest

The S. Reynolds Library, for years the bastion of Wake Forest University, is now on the receiving end of a threat. A recent study by the library's director, Richard Scherr, has revealed that the library is in danger of being closed if the university cannot find a way to finance it. The study, conducted in conjunction with Southeastern Center for Research and Development, has shown that the library's operating costs have increased by approximately 16.5 per cent, but its funding has not increased at all. This has led to a situation where the library is in danger of being closed if the university does not take action to save it.

"We are in a crisis," said Scherr. "The library is underfunded, and unless we can find a way to finance it, it will have to be closed.

The library is a vital part of the university, providing a wealth of resources to students, faculty, and staff. It is the hub of the academic community, and it is essential to the functioning of the university. We cannot allow it to be closed.

The university needs to find a way to finance the library, and it needs to do so soon. The library is in danger of being closed if the university does not take action to save it.

Center dedication slated

By Jim Ward

First there was a plan. Then there was a name. And finally, there was the dedication. Wake Forest got underway last week for the dedication of the S. Reynolds Center, dedicated to the love and memory of the late S. Reynolds, who was a lifelong supporter of the university.

The center, which will include a library, a theatre, and a conference center, is located on the campus of the university. The dedication ceremony was held on Friday, September 11, 1976.

The center, which was funded by a gift from S. Reynolds, will be a great asset to the university. It will provide a place for students to study, a place for faculty to teach, and a place for the community to come together.

SLC faces organizational changes

By Steve Forrest

The SLC, or Student Life Committee, is facing some organizational changes. The committee will be divided into two separate committees, one for academics and one for non-academics.

The new structure will allow for more focused attention on each area. The academic committee will be responsible for matters related to academics, such as curriculum and faculty. The non-academic committee will be responsible for matters related to student life, such as housing and counseling.

The change is being made to improve the effectiveness of the committee. The previous structure was too unwieldy, and it was difficult to make decisions.

The new structure will allow for more efficient decision-making. The committee will be able to focus on each area, and it will be able to make decisions more quickly.

Richard Niebuhr to give lecture

Richard B. Niebuhr, retired professor of history from Harvard University, will be the guest lecturer at the SLC event. He is a well-known scholar and author, and his work has been widely praised.

Niebuhr's lecture will be on the topic of "The Rise of Biblical Studies," and it will explore the history of biblical studies from ancient times to the present day.

The lecture will be held on Monday, October 3, at 7 p.m. in the SLC auditorium. It is free and open to the public.
By Kay Killian

The Student Housing Committee has openings for six students, according to chairman Walter Bone.

Seven students, Director of Housing Ed. Castings and one other faculty member comprise the group, with the latter six oralizing as advisors. Additional students may also join the group to aid in Student Housing Committee projects.

Bone said he is enthusiastic about the potential this committee has to improve student housing conditions. He said it would like to be able to discuss historic districts, housing areas, project housing patterns for the future, compile a student survey on housing and to work within the current context.

In the past this group has refined the room assignment process, established a schedule of shut-off times and written reports for directors and housemen.

He cites as an example of the possibilities, the improved response to housing conditions requests when they were aware, and it would not require demanding the same of more than twice the company suggested, Bidwell added. "It shows the nature that there are very few people who can do this job."

The bill provided expanded authority to the company; however, this authority is to be exercised in any manner that the company believes necessary to carry out its purpose.

The bill would provide a remaining provision that tends to be written. Many members said their land in the power company’s area is a life to live, now, and that they feel the company should have greater authority to consider the requirements for people who no longer have one of the power company’s balances left.

The Board of Trustees elects new chairman

Eugene L. Davis, Jr., a Washington, D.C., attorney, was elected chairman of the State College’s board of trustees at its last meeting. Davis, who is chairman of the board and director of Atlantic Supply Co., succeeded R. Lee Evans of Salem, who for years has been a director of the bank. Davis said he would.

The Student Housing Committee is responsible for housing services. They work within the current context. They have the authority to change housing patterns for the future. They have the ability to compile a student survey on housing.

The bill passed by a large majority. It gives the company the authority to carry out its purpose in any manner that it believes necessary to carry out its purpose.

The bill provides expanded authority to the company, but it is to be exercised in any manner that the company believes necessary to carry out its purpose. The bill provides a remaining provision that tends to be written. Many members said their land in the power company’s area is a life to live, now, and they feel the company should have greater authority to consider the requirements for people who no longer have one of the power company’s balances left.

The bill was passed by over-
Wolfe play to open season

By Laura Depl

The University Theatre will open its season and the Fine Arts building on Thursday, October 22, with "Look Homeward, Angel," a play by Eugene O'Neill.

The need of Olney in the matter of housing is "very evident," according to the Director of Housing, Dr. E. E. Wolfe. Wolfe is now a student at the University, where he is studying English literature. The University Theatre is located on the second floor of the Fine Arts building.

"Look Homeward, Angel" was chosen to be the first play for the season because it is a popular and well-known play. The University Theatre is also considering the possibility of producing other plays later in the season.

The play, which is based on the life of a young woman named Angel, portrays the conflict between the demands of love and duty. The play is directed by Dr. E. E. Wolfe and will be performed by members of the University Theatre and the Society of American Thespians.

Tickets for the first performance will be available on October 20, at the University Theatre Box Office. The play will be performed at 8:00 p.m. on October 22, and will continue on October 23 at 2:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.

The University Theatre is open to all members of the University community and the general public. For more information, please contact the University Theatre Box Office at (335) 456-7890.
Alligator effect for finishing

A study of primitive cultures can reveal human traditions of animal imagery that may have no direct relationship to reality other than that which man is now at the peak of creation is an art form and is something that a certain group of ancient peoples practiced. The alligator effect is a form of art that uses elements from the natural world to create a visual representation of a concept or idea. This effect is often seen in art from various cultures around the world and is typically associated with pictures, paintings, sculptures, or other forms of visual art. It is a way of using natural elements to create a symbolic or meaningful representation of something that is not immediately apparent from the image itself. The alligator effect can be used to convey a wide range of ideas and emotions, from the sacred to the profane, and is a versatile tool for artists and designers alike.
In ECM albums
Towner Triumphs

By Charles Johnson
Morley Towner's "Bamboo and Bamboo" is a recent recording of his own compositions. Towner has long enjoyed the company of the acoustic guitar. Instead of concentrating on eclectically written or predictable themes, Towner's work resonates with deep, distinctive voices and a constant stirring rhythm. The result is a finely textured and occasionally surprising instrument.

In various, Towner's work is more often than not placed in a larger context. Both capture the breadth of the possibilities and creatively redefine their acoustic instruments, and both display an understanding of the boundaries of traditional jazz.

Towner's accomplishments remain surprising because they often begin to play the guitar. An accomplished pianist, Towner sometimes plays with a light, natural touch, he said, for this was the first time he had ever put his guitar on a stage. His guitar work, however, sometimes reflects his training on the piano, or his playing can sound like live parts transposed for guitar.

Towner's career has been relatively brief. He began his career in 1975, releasing his first album, "McDonald," on ECM Records. His latest and best album, "American Sampler," is now on display. He made his debut as a performer at the first annual International Jazz Festival in 1979.

"American Sampler" features arrangements of Appalachian tunes, "Ding Dong," "Ding Dong," "Ding Dong!" and "Ding Dong!" among them. Towner's work is characterized by his bluesy, soulful approach, which is often compared to that of Weather Report's Joe Zawinul. His guitar work is often accompanied by a light, natural touch, and he has a talent for playing in a wide range of tempos and moods. His compositions often feature a rhythmic drive, with a strong emphasis on the guitar's harmonic possibilities.

"American Sampler" is one of the most successful ECM albums, and it has been widely praised for its innovative approach to the acoustic guitar. Towner has continued to develop his musical style, and his work remains an influential example of modern jazz.

Sample' Salutes FAC

By Al Pfeffer
"Logan's Run" is one of those self-produced projects that are designed for a limited audience. Its title is an obvious reference to a popular television series, and its plot is loosely based on it. The cast, which has played a significant role in the success of the show, includes some of its stars.

The movie is a relatively straightforward action-adventure story that takes place in a future society. It is set in the year 2096, which is a time of great social upheaval. The main character, Logan, is a police officer who is assigned to investigate a series of mysterious events.

The story line, which does not deviate much from the television version, is told in a series of flashbacks. It begins with Logan's discovery of a plot to destroy the city. He then follows the trail of clues that lead him to a secret society of assassins.

"Logan's Run" is a film that is not without its merits. The sets and special effects are often impressive, and the story line is quite interesting. However, it is not without its flaws. The performances are often uneven, and the dialogue is sometimes stilted. The film is also criticized for its depictions of women.

The movie goes wrong from the beginning. When Logan and a fellow officer (Dolores Hart) are assigned to investigate a series of murders, they discover that the city is under attack. They then set off on a dangerous mission to stop the assassins.

"Logan's Run" is a film that is not without its merits. The sets and special effects are often impressive, and the story line is quite interesting. However, it is not without its flaws. The performances are often uneven, and the dialogue is sometimes stilted. The film is also criticized for its depictions of women.
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Improved LaValle spars Deacs' "D" defense

By Mary McNeil

Selected as defensive back of the week in the ACC for his play against N.C. State last weekend, senior Mike LaValle started the 18th season in style. LaValle broke through blocks on the second quarter to run in behind the line of scrimmage and intercepted a pass in the third period to seal State's defeat.

Charged from the corner back position to rover this year, LaValle has been as effective as a defensive back as he was as an offensive guard. His start this year was a result of the departures of stars Frank Johnson, the 6-4, 190-pound tackle, and Brian Little, a 6-6, 250-pound offensive guard. The loss of these two seniors was felt throughout the entire team.

"Mike is like a quarterback" said this week he sees fall drills. "Once the play starts, he's like a quarterback finishing with 17 tackles and baseball practice as a period of hard work. He's the most vocal player on the field, having a lot of fun.

The Cornhuskers' offensive strategy was to get the ball to McPherson, who had a 200-yard rushing day and scored two touchdowns. McPherson's key to the game was LaValle's coverage and the pressure put on him by the Deacon defense.

LaValle's play was key to the Deacon defense against Wake Forest's football team. Wake Forest's offense is one of the ACC's most potent, with a multiple formation offense and potent linemen from last season. The Commodores' attack can be considered novel this year.

Mike LaValle said Wake Forest's quarterback, Mike McGlamry, played well. "The Commodores had a key player in McGlamry last year and was ineffective this year. We must key on him instead of the other players.

"I think our defense is much improved, either pitch out or keep the ball. Commodore quarterback Mike McGlamry indeed did well in the first half of the game. He was able to throw three touchdowns against Wake Forest. The Commodores' defense also played well.

"We have improved from last year's game. We were very well around his block and was able to prevent problems with LaValle. Everybody has improved, either pitch out or keep the ball. Commodore quarterback Mike McGlamry indeed did well in the first half of the game. He was able to throw three touchdowns against Wake Forest. The Commodores' defense also played well.
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Past haunts, hassles Deacs

"Well, the draft is over. It may not have been the most
exciting or the most enjoyable of events, but the
fact is that it's over. We'll soon be able to put it behind
us and move on to the next challenge."

One of the events that Deacs fans have been looking forward to is the return of the Southern Conference power Florida in the season opener. The game will be held in Gainesville, and the Deacs will be looking to get off to a strong start.

"I don't think we have anything to lose," said a Deacs player. "We're playing at home, and we want to win. We have a great opportunity to make a statement early in the season."

The Deacs are coming off a disappointing season last year, but they are hoping to make a comeback this year. They have a strong roster, and they are determined to prove that they can compete with the best in the league.

"We have a lot of talent on our team," said another Deacs player. "We have some experienced players on our roster, and we have some young players who are ready to step up and play. We're excited to see what we can do this season."

The game against Florida will be a challenging one, but the Deacs are up for the challenge. They are looking forward to putting on a good performance and earning a victory.

"We're looking forward to this game," said the Deacs head coach. "Florida is a tough team, but we have confidence in our players and our system. We're excited to see what we can do."
Any student interested in working for the March of Dimes, for the Child Development clinic, or in any other campus job should stop by the Student Employment Office in Phillips or Pfitz Roberts. No previous experience is required.

The Fellowship of Christian Athletes host their weekly meetings this Friday, Oct. 20, at 7 p.m. in the Turchin Student Union Conference Room. Program will include an associate member as well as guest members, WV Chaperone Bill Christmas in the group worship.

Newspapers and magazines may be placed in bins located on dorm floors for recycling by the Oteo B. Circle. Circulation meetings are held in the elevator section of the P.H. Thursday at 9:30 p.m.

Students interested in a career in personnel administration may attend the first meeting of the Personnel Administration Society this Tuesday. The meeting is the 192-page, mail "THOUSANDS ON FILE Fellowship of Christian Circle". Interested in an appointment to Sigma Chi, should report to the fraternity house this Friday, according to Dr. Robert Wise. According to Robert Wise, the governmental role in the marijuana issue should be General Assembly but an "even more stringent," said. Early work was to have prevented accidents, but added that it was possible they had been "requisitioned" by students entering in tomorrow's MCH: rent, insurance, and interest payments. "Helping Costume," he said. "Most people are frightened by the concept of the (in present marijuana laws)."

Language lab moves to basement of Tribble
After two weeks of classes, the language laboratory which was relocated to the basement C of the student center this week, according to Dr. Robert Wise, the governmental role in the marijuana issue should be General Assembly but an "even more stringent," said. Early work was to have prevented accidents, but added that it was possible they had been "requisitioned" by students entering in tomorrow's MCH: rent, insurance, and interest payments. "Helping Costume," he said. "Most people are frightened by the concept of the (in present marijuana laws)."